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A B S T R A C T

Photographers use the hardware of the camera (aperture, exposure time...), lens and
filters as tools for artistic expressivity. This expressivity has often been enhanced by
software, such as high dynamic range images have been edited in post-process with
software tone mappers. In this paper, we propose a similar approach with polarization
filters: we design a capture process that enables us to acquire a Stokes image (that
encodes all the possible light polarization states) with a single camera, and we then
offer a set of software tools that can apply any common polarization filter as a software
post-process, delaying the choice of the adequate filter and enabling filters that can
be mathematically modeled but are not available as hardware. Then, we devise and
provide new algorithms that automatically select the optimal filter for specific goals,
such as maximizing (or minimizing) brightness, contrast or saturation. We later show
how such optimization filters can not only be applied to the whole image, but can also
be at per-pixel level, obtaining new interesting effects. Such optimization can work at
real time rates, fact that is illustrated with a brush based user editing interactive tool.
The different types of filters are tested in a wide range of results.

c© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Computational photography is a new and multidisciplinary2

research field that involves a diverse range of disciplines such3

as computer vision, image processing, computer graphics or ap-4

plied optics. It refers broadly to computational imaging tech-5

niques that enhance or extend the capabilities of digital pho-6

tography. Recent advances in this field have given rise to new7

digital imaging tools. By acquiring more complete scene data,8

post-capture software image processing techniques can be ap-9

plied to obtain and extend certain effects that were traditionally10

restricted to camera hardware.11

One example of such extended scene data is a High Dynamic12

Range (HDR) image. Often composed of a set of photos of13
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the same scene at varied exposure times, they present a huge 14

resolution in the luminance dimension (HDR stores a floating- 15

point per channel instead of the standard RGB 8-bit per chan- 16

nel). Having an HDR as input, post-processing algorithms can, 17

for instance, simulate the effect of exposure time after the pho- 18

tographs has already been taken. This often leads to results that 19

emulate the behavior of photographic cameras, or even to ef- 20

fects that are plainly impossible to obtain with such hardware, 21

through advanced non-local tone mapping operators. Further- 22

more, HDR images open a broad set of new editing tools that 23

were not possible before [1]. 24

Another example of such extended image representations 25

are light fields [2], which are four-dimensional captures of the 26

scene, where each pixel is demultiplexed in the (two) angular 27

dimensions. This representation is often obtained using spe- 28

cialized cameras such as plenoptic cameras, and enables post- 29

processing effects such as shifting the point of view of the 30
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scene, switching the focal point [3] and generating depth of field1

effects, again emulating photographic hardware by software.2

In this work, we propose an approach similar to HDR images3

and light fields by extending the scene representation to Stokes4

images, in which each pixel (and each channel) encodes all5

possible polarization states of light (or even unpolarized light).6

Light is an electromagnetic wave that oscillates perpendicularly7

to its propagation direction. Generally speaking, a beam of8

light is unpolarized (it carries a random mixture of all poten-9

tial polarizations), but there are several circumstances in nature10

(atmospheric scattering, specular reflections, refractions or po-11

larization filters) in which light gets (at least partially) coherent12

(polarized). While the human eye is oblivious to light polar-13

ization, polarization filters are often used in photography for14

specific effects (see Figure 1).15

Fig. 1: Real photographs obtained with different polarization filters. Left image
is an image without any polarizer and right image with a linear polarizer, where
the sky tone has notorious changes, modifying the saturation. Another common
use of polarizers is to modify the reflections on different specular surfaces.

Our work enables a photographer to postpone the decision16

of the optimal polarizing filter to post-processing. If the effect17

of such filter is applied in photo editing software, the user can18

always remove it or change it to taste, exaggerating or even cre-19

ating effects that are not possible with current hardware. We20

provide a low-cost approach for capturing such Stokes image21

using consumer hardware and a set of software operators for22

emulating polarizing filters from such Stokes images. Given a23

Stokes image, we provide the following post-processing opera-24

tors:25

• Standard linear and circular virtual polarization filters,26

which emulate the use of hardware polarization filters on27

a camera.28

• Elliptical and combined polarization filters, which are not29

produced nor commercialized, but can be applied in soft-30

ware.31

• Automatic filters, which maximize (or minimize) specific32

features of the image (contrast, specular glares, saturation)33

by applying the optimal polarization filter on each case.34

• Automatic local filters, which maximize (or minimize)35

those features locally applying a different polarization to36

each pixel, which are hardly obtainable using consumer37

hardware (it would require specific hardware [4]).38

All filters, except local saturation and contrast, can work in39

real time, enabling interactive usage. We show this with an40

interactive brush based tool that can apply all filters mentioned41

above.42

2. Related work 43

Polarimetric imaging. Polarimetric information has been used 44

to study different and diverse fields. In computer vision, for in- 45

stance, polarimetric images have been applied to eliminate the 46

haze of an image [5] or specular highlights [6, 7] using polar- 47

ization. With a different goal (general photographic editing), 48

our approach is able to eliminate haze or highlights as a con- 49

sequence of luminance minimization, while providing several 50

other editing operators. 51

Both in computer vision and computer graphics, polarimetric 52

imaging has been used for a while to study material properties, 53

such as classifying material as dieletic or metals [8] or estimat- 54

ing reflectance properties [9, 10]. Related to this, the work by 55

Toisul and Dhillon [11] uses a polarization based method to 56

capture the appearance of printed holographic surfaces. 57

Polarimetric imaging has also been applied for capturing ge- 58

ometry, such as the general shape of an object [12, 13] or the 59

normals of a surface [14, 10]. This also presents some similar- 60

ities with our approach, as our local luminance maximization 61

finds the angles at which per-pixel luminance is maximized, 62

which are related to surface normals. However, our approach 63

is focused on image processing and not on feature estimation. 64

Osante’s Master Thesis [15] introduces the key idea of ap- 65

plying polarizing filters by software, but, as opposed to our 66

approach, only global filters are applied and only brute force 67

global optimization is considered. 68

Polarimetric imaging is also used on other diverse fields. It 69

has been used in cosmology to measure the polarized spectrum 70

of massive black holes [16]. Biomedical engineering is another 71

field where polarimetric imaging is used. Polarized backscatter- 72

ing light can carry information about a tumor, useful informa- 73

tion for cancer diagnosis [17]. 74

Stokes parameters acquisition. The state of polarization can 75

be measured with a polarimeter. Since the introduction of the 76

Stokes parameters in 1852, different methods to capture the po- 77

larimetric information of an image have been proposed. North 78

and Duggin [18] present a practical method to capture partial 79

Stokes vector (without the circular component) of the polar- 80

ized sky-dome using a four-lens stereoscopic camera. In addi- 81

tion to all this concrete purpose methods, general Stokes cam- 82

eras have been recently proposed. Tu et al. [4] introduce a 83

method to recover precisely full RGB Stokes parameters using 84

micro-polarizers arrays, requiring complex calibration. Vedel 85

et al. [19] also propose a method that can recover full Stokes 86

parameters capturing four different states of polarization. De- 87

spite the fact there are several methods to capture full Stokes 88

parameters, there is still no accessible commercial camera to 89

capture RGB Stokes parameters. How to acquire the Stokes pa- 90

rameters of a scene was already introduced in previously men- 91

tioned work, and our capture method is based on it. Our capture 92

method avoids the use of complex and personalized methods 93

to ensure accessibility and simplicity, as it only uses consumer 94

hardware, which makes it cheaper, and can be easily used by 95

any amateur photographer. 96
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3. Polarization1

Electromagnetic waves, such as light, are transverse waves:2

they oscillate in a perpendicular plane to the propagation direc-3

tion, known as the polarization plane. In natural light, these4

oscillations happen simultaneously on all directions with equal5

probability. However, there are some interactions, both natural6

and artificially induced, that may force some coherency into the7

oscillation of the wave. Such coherency is called polarization.8

The interactions that polarize waves are known as polarizing9

events, and include natural sources such as dielectrics (like wa-10

ter or glass), and artificial polarization filters, that force specific11

polarization states on electromagnetic waves that traverse them12

(see Figure 2) [20, 21].13

Fig. 2: Propagation of natural light across a linear polarizer. The vertical com-
ponents are transmitted, while the horizontal components are absorbed and re-
flected.

The polarization state of a wave can be described as the tem-14

poral evolution of the electric field in a certain perpendicular15

plane of propagation direction z. The electric field is described16

by a vector ~E, that can be represented as two perpendicular17

components, Ex(z, t) and Ey(z, t) (t represents time). They are18

expressed as:19

Ex(z, t) = E0x cos(Kz−ωt +δx)

Ey(z, t) = E0y cos(Kz−ωt +δy)
(1)

where E0x and E0y are the amplitudes on both axis, ω is the an-20

gular frequency, K is the wave number, and δx, δy are absolute21

phases on the x and y directions, respectively.22

Equation (1) is not particularly revealing because the field23

components can not be directly observed nor understood. A24

useful visual representation of the polarization behavior can be25

obtained by eliminating the time-space propagator (Kz−ωt)26

and by therefore projecting the shape of the electromagnetic27

wave into the polarization plane.28

From this projection, fully polarized light can be classified29

by the shape of this ellipse, that depends on the values of δ =30

δx− δy, Eox and Eoy. Three different types of full polarization31

are classified by this method (see Figure 3):32

• Linear polarization: the temporal evolution of the elec-33

tric field shapes a line, when δ = n ·π where n = 0,1,2, ..34

• Circular polarization: the temporal evolution of the elec-35

tric field shapes a circle, when δ = π

2 + n · π where n =36

0,1,2, .. and Eox = Eoy37

• Elliptical polarization: the temporal evolution of the 38

electric field shapes a ellipse, for the rest of the cases. 39

δ = 0 0 < δ < π

2 δ = π

2
π

2 < δ < π

δ = π π < δ < 3π

2 δ = 3π

2
3π

2 < δ < 2π

Fig. 3: Depending on the δ value, the projected ellipse (polarization ellipse)
has a different shape (Eox = Eoy)

3.1. Polarization representation 40

Still, the type of polarization (obtained from the projection 41

of the wave to the polarization plane) can not be observed nor 42

measured [22]. Furthermore, electromagnetic waves may not 43

just be either natural or fully polarized: they can be partially po- 44

larized as well. To fully determine the polarization observable 45

parameters they must be expressed in the intensity domain [23]. 46

One of such representations is the Stokes vector. 47

The Stokes vector S is defined by four parameters (I,Q,U,V ) 48

that are described in terms of intensities (amplitudes squared) 49

and therefore can be measured. Each parameter has a specific 50

meaning: 51

• I represents the total intensity of the beam. 52

• U describes the predominance of the linearly horizontally 53

polarized (I0) light over linearly vertically polarized (I90) 54

light. 55

• V describes the predominance of linearly diagonally polar- 56

ized (I45) light over the perpendicular diagonally polarized 57

(I135) light. 58

• Q describes the preponderance of right-circularly polar- 59

ized (IRCP) light over left-circularly polarized (ILCP) light. 60

The relation between such Stokes parameters and the elec- 61

tromagnetic wave representation shown in Equation (1) can be 62

expressed, for a fully polarized wave, as: 63

S =


I
Q
U
V

=


E2

0x +E2
0y

E2
0x−E2

0y
2 ·E0x ·E0y · cosδ

2 ·E0x ·E0y · sinδ

 . (2)

However, Stokes parameters not only describe completely 64

polarized light but also unpolarized and partially polarized light 65

as well, where 66

I2 ≥ Q2 +U2 +V 2 ≥ 0 (3)
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Alternatively to the representation shown on Equation (2), a1

Stokes vector can be generated from six degenerate polarization2

states:3

S =


I
Q
U
V

=


I0 + I90
I0− I90

I45− I135
IRCP− ILCP

 , (4)

where Iα is the intensity of the light beam transmitted across4

a linear polarizer oriented at an angle α with respect to the x-5

axis and IRCP,LCP is the right- or left-handed circularly polarized6

component of the intensity. Note that I = I0 + I90 = I45 + I135 =7

IRCP + ILCP. This representation is very useful for capture pur-8

poses (see Section 4). Degenerate polarization states are singu-9

lar, as they are fully polarized (I2 = Q2 +U2 +V 2) with all Q,10

U and V , except when one has a zero value. Such degenerate11

polarization states are illustrated in Figure 4.12

I0 I90 I45 I135 IRCP ILCP


1
1
0
0




1
−1
0
0




1
0
1
0




1
0
−1
0




1
0
0
1




1
0
0
−1


Fig. 4: Stokes parameters for degenerate polarization states. Each state is fully
polarized, with only one of the parameters Q, U or V has a value different from
zero.

3.2. Polarizing elements and Mueller calculus13

Polarization state can be changed by polarizing elements, ei-14

ther natural (dielectric or reflective surfaces, the sky) or artifi-15

cial (polarizing filters). Mathematically, any polarizing element16

can be represented as a 4×4 matrix M, called Mueller matrix.17

Any polarizing interaction can be represented as18

S′ =


I′

Q′

U ′

V ′

= M ·S = M


I
Q
U
V

 (5)

where S represents the Stokes vector of the incident beam, M19

the Mueller matrix of the polarizing element and S′ the Stokes20

vector of the outgoing beam.21

One of the advantages of such notation is that the combina-22

tion of multiple (n) polarizing elements with specific Mueller23

matrices Mi, i ∈ [1..n], can be expressed as a matrix product:24

S′ =

(
n

∏
i=1

Mi

)
S = M1M2...MnS. (6)

There are three basic artificial polarizing elements, that com-25

bined can generate more sophisticated filters. These can modify26

all the configuration parameters of the polarization ellipse: the27

orthogonal amplitudes and the phase difference. The amplitude28

can be changed by using a polarizing element known as a polar- 29

izer. Similarly, the phase of an optical beam can be changed by 30

a wave plate (also called a retarder or phase shifter). Finally, the 31

polarization ellipse can be changed by rotation using a compo- 32

nent called a rotator. Using these three polarizing elements, any 33

elliptical polarization state can be obtained. The corresponding 34

Mueller matrices of these 3 elements are: 35

• Linear polarizer. It is an anisotropic attenuator that atten- 36

uates the orthogonal components of a light beam unequally 37

(with px and py attenuation factors): 38

MLP(px, py) =
1
2


p2

x + p2
y p2

x− p2
y 0 0

p2
x− p2

y p2
x + p2

y 0 0
0 0 2px py 0
0 0 0 2px py


(7)

• Wave plate. Introduces a phase shift of δ between the 39

orthogonal components of the incident light beam: 40

MWP(δ ) =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cosδ sinδ

0 0 −sinδ cosδ

 (8)

• Rotator. Rotates the orthogonal field components (Ex, Ey) 41

by an angle α: 42

MROT(α) =


1 0 0 0
0 cos2α sin2α 0
0 −sin2α cos2α 0
0 0 0 0

 (9)

4. Stokes images capture 43

For the purpose of this work, we need to capture and store the 44

complete polarization state of a scene. To achieve this goal, we 45

use an image format that has 12 channels per pixel, which al- 46

lows us to store the complete polarization state of every pixel 47

in the image, since we save the 3 components RGB for the 48

4 Stokes parameters. To capture this new image format, we 49

present a cheap method that only needs two polarizer filters, 50

one linear and one circular, a camera and a tripod. 51

The key idea is to start from Equation (4) but instead of using 52

a single intensity value, we capture a filtered image according 53

to the specifications. In this case, six different images would be 54

needed in order to capture the complete state of polarization of 55

a certain scene (I0, I45, I90, I135, IRCP and ILCP), that require 3 56

different filters: one linear polarizer and two different circular 57

polarizer (RCP and LCP). 58

By reformulating Equation (4), it is possible to express the 59

parameters Q, U and V as a function of I (the image without 60

any filter), as shown in Equation (10). 61

S =


I
Q
U
V

=


I

2I0− I
2I45− I

2IRCP− I

 (10)
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This way, we can reduce the number of captures to four. The1

limitations of this approach, however, are that the polarizing2

filters and the optics of the system are not ideal, and they atten-3

uate light in an uncontrollable way (often too much compared4

to the ideal). Therefore, in the end we find a much more stable5

way that does not require such calibration, because it does not6

require an image without filter:7

S =


I
Q
U
V

=


(I0 + I90 + I45 + I135)/2

I0− I90
I45− I135
2IRCP− I

 (11)

The approach in Equation (11) requires five captures, four of8

them with a linear polarizer (rotated at four different angles)9

and the other requires a circular polarizer. In photography, the10

circular polarizers, known as CPLs, are inverted with respect11

to the theoreticals (the side to attach the CPL to the camera12

lens should be the other to filter circularly polarized light). A13

circular polarizer is constructed from a linear polarizer and a14

quarter wave plate:15

MRCP = MLP(45◦)MQWP

MLCP = MLP(−45◦)MQWP
(12)

where MRCP and MLCP are the Mueller matrix for right and left16

polarizers. MLP(α) is a linear polarizer tilted α degrees with17

respect the horizontal line. MQWP is the Mueller matrix of a18

quarter wave plate, where δ = π/2 (see Equations (7) and (8)).19

Unlike linear polarizers, circular polarizers do not have the20

same effect from the two sides (matrix multiplication is not21

commutative). This means that standard CPLs do not filter cir-22

cularly polarized light. We flip the crystal of the CPL to obtain23

a pure circular polarizer. As RCP and LCP are indistinguish-24

able, we assume our filter behaves like a RCP to calculate V . If25

it does not, the only difference is the sign in V , which does not26

limit the filters that can be applied (see Equations (4) and (11)).27

An example of a scene captured by this method can be seen28

in the Figure 5. The hardware used to take the images is: a29

Canon EOS 20D camera, a TAMRON SP AF 17-50mm F/2.8,30

a HOYA Linear Polarizer 67mm and a HOYA Circular Polarizer31

67mm.32

Last, as polarizers reduce by half the brightness of the image,33

we adjust the exposition so the luminance radiance is compara-34

ble to the unfiltered scene. This is also done by photographers35

when using polarization filters.36

Note that our capture approach, and as a consequence the37

later photographic edits, are independent of the emitted light’s38

polarization from the light sources: it can be unpolarized or39

very strongly polarized, and the resulting Stokes image will40

contain the interaction of such emitted light with the objects41

in the scene, no matter its polarization state.42

5. Polarization mapping43

We introduce the concept of polarization mapping, analogous44

to tone mapping for HDR images, but applying polarizing filters45

by software as a post-process to a captured Stokes image.46

I0 I45 I90

I135 IRCP I

Q U V

Fig. 5: Visualization of the Stokes parameters of a scene and the original images
that formed it. I0, I45, I90, I135 and IRCP are the images taken with the camera.
I, Q, U and V are the parameters of the generated Stokes image. As Q, U and V
can have values between [−1,1], they can’t be visualized, so in the figure these
parameters are normalized as: Qnor =

Q+1
2

5.1. Software polarizing filters 47

Once we have captured a Stokes image, we have all the po- 48

tential polarization states encoded into a single 12-channel im- 49

age format. Furthermore, for each pixel and each RGB color 50

channel, the I component of the Stokes vector represents an 51

image that can be visualized (see Section 3.1). Additionally, 52

Mueller calculus enables the application of any polarizing ele- 53

ment to a Stokes vector by means of a 4×4 Mueller matrix M. 54

For editing in post-process, the only output needed is the re- 55

sulting I′ value per pixel p for the specific Mueller matrix that 56

represents the polarization element, hence we only need to mul- 57

tiply the Stokes vector at each pixel p and RGB channel c by 58

the first row of the matrix: 59

I′(c,p) = m00I(c,p)+m01Q(c,p)+m02U(c,p)+m03V (c,p)
(13)

Where I′(c,p) is the outgoing value per channel c and per pixel 60

p, m0y are the coefficients of the first row of the Mueller ma- 61

trix that represents the polarizing element and I(c,p), Q(c,p), 62

U(c,p) and V (c,p) are the input Stokes parameters in the 63

Stokes image format for pixel p and RGB channel c. For 64

brevity, the dependency on the RGB channel c is omitted in 65

the rest of the text, but still all calculations are performed per 66

channel too. 67

By modeling real hardware polarizing filters by their specific 68

Mueller matrix, incorporating them into Equation (13) and ap- 69

plying them for each pixel p of the image, we can obtain a new 70

image that is the result of applying the polarizing element. This 71

is done by software, as a post-process, and not by hardware. 72

For instance, a linear polarizer with matrix MLP(α) (where 73

α is the rotation angle of the filter with respect to the horizontal 74

axis) is modeled as: 75

MLP(α) = MLP(1,0)MROT(α) (14)

MLP and MROT are the Mueller matrix of a linear polarizer and 76

a rotator respectively (defined in Equations (7) and (9)). 77
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α = 0◦ α = 30◦ α = 60◦ α = 90◦ α = 120◦ α = 150◦

Fig. 6: Different images refiltered with linear and elliptical filters. First row shows different images refiltered with a linear polarizer at different angles (from left to
right, the angle of the linear polarizer increases from 0◦to 150◦with steps of 30◦). Different orientations of the linear polarizer control which reflections of the car
are visible. Second row shows different images refiltered with an elliptical polarizer at different rotations (from left to right, α increases from 0◦to 150◦with steps
of 30◦) while δ = π/2 constant.

By plugging the corresponding coefficients of MLP (the1

Mueller matrix of a linear polarizer) into Equation (13) we ob-2

tain:3

I′(p,α) =
1
2
(I(p)+Q(p)cos(2α)+U(p)sin(2α)) (15)

that can, given a filter angle α , obtain the result of applying such4

hardware filter for each pixel p of the image. This is illustrated5

in Figure 6.6

The same methodology can be applied for modeling a com-7

mercial circular polarizer, which is often build as Equa-8

tion (12). Specifically, a general elliptical polarizer constructed9

from a linear polarizer rotated at α degrees with a δ wave-plate10

can be calculated as:11

I′(p,α,δ ) =
1
2
(I(p)+Q(p)cos(2α)+U(p)sin(2α)cos(δ )

+V (p)sin(2α)sin(δ ))
(16)

Circular polarizers (right and left) are obtained with δ = π

212

and α = ±π

4 . Still, the linear filter can be rotated (α angle),13

generating filtered images such as the ones shown in Figure 6.14

Additionally, arbitrary Mueller parameters m0y,y∈ [0,3] gen-15

erate custom filters that are hardly reproducible in hardware.16

While exploring these would provide new results, as such pa-17

rameterization is the most versatile, an arbitrary choice of pa-18

rameters provides no new insight, so we consider such analysis19

out of the scope of this paper.20

5.2. Global optimization filters21

In photography, polarizing filters are used for various situa-22

tions. Its most common uses are to modify the specular reflec-23

tions on specific surfaces of the scene, to explore different color24

values for polarizing media such as the sky, or to maximize con-25

trast or saturation in the image. The photographer rotates the26

chosen polarizing filter (linear polarizer) trying different angles27

until the desired goal is achieved. Taking advantage of a Stokes28

image, we do the same by formulating such goal as an opti-29

mization problem.30

Specifically, we define a methodology based on rotating a31

linear polarizer according to the angle α . We define a target32

function f (α) to optimize (maximize or minimize), by analyti- 33

cally calculating the first ( f ′(α)) and second ( f ′′(α)) derivative 34

with respect to the angle α . By finding the roots of the deriva- 35

tive ( f ′(α) = 0) we get the critical points, and by analyzing the 36

second derivative for each critical point we obtain whether it is 37

a maximum ( f ′′(α)< 0) or minimum ( f ′′(α)> 0). 38

Luminance. Luminance is a powerful scene descriptor in terms 39

of polarization. By minimizing luminance we actually mini- 40

mize the highlights on different reflective surfaces. Our lumi- 41

nance target function is: 42

L(I,p) = 0.2126I(R,p)+0.7152I(G,p)+0.0722I(B,p) (17)

L(I) = ∑
p∈P

L(I,p), (18)

where P represents all the pixels in the image. 43

By combining Equations (18) and (15), we define L(I,α), the 44

luminance in terms of a linear polarizer, and finding the roots 45

of the corresponding derivative with respect to the angle α we 46

get two possible values: 47

α =
1
2

arctan
(

∑p∈P L(U,p)
∑p∈P L(Q,p)

)
α =

1
2

arctan
(

∑p∈P L(U,p)
∑p∈P L(Q,p)

)
+

π

2
(19)

By analyzing the second derivative we find out which one 48

is the maximum and which one the minimum, and apply the 49

corresponding linear filter, as shown in Section 5.1. Results of 50

this approach are shown in Figure 7. This is equivalent to what 51

the photographer would get by rotating the filter accordingly. 52

Contrast. Contrast measures the difference in luminance (or 53

color) that makes objects distinguishable. Unlike luminance, 54

the contrast C at each pixel depends on other pixels that sur- 55

round it. For global contrast optimization, we use the Root 56

Mean Square contrast formula for luminance, which is related 57

to the standard deviation of the luminance on the image: 58

µ(I,X) =
1
|X | ∑

p∈X
L(I,p)

C(I) =

√
1
|P| ∑p∈P

(L(I,p)−µ (I,P))2 (20)
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where µ(I,X) is the mean of the channel I in the set of pixels X1

For finding the local minima and maxima, we apply the same2

methodology: we obtain a target function from Equations (20)3

and (15), and the roots of its derivative are the potential minima4

and maxima. It becomes a fourth degree polynomial equation:5

cos4(2α)+acos3(2α)+bcos2(2α)+ccos(2α)+d = 0 (21)

The values of the coefficients and the full derivation can be6

found at the supplementary material.7

With a change of variable x = cos2α , we find the roots using8

the Descartes-Euler method [24], and change it back to α . A9

fourth degree polynomial can have: 4 real roots, 2 real roots and10

2 imaginary or 0 real roots and 4 imaginary. Given the change11

of variable each real root yields two different α values to check.12

We compare all of them, choosing the α that gives the maxi-13

mum (or minimum) value. If no real roots exist, we select the14

best angle from a predetermined set, {10,20,30, ..,170}. Our15

experiments show that this happens on less than 0.1% of the16

cases. The results of contrast optimizations are shown in Fig-17

ure 7.18

Saturation. Saturation measures the intensity of a specific hue19

in a color. A saturated color is perceived as a bright and intense20

color, while the grayscale is the least saturated. In an RGB color21

system, saturation can be described as the standard deviation of22

the color space23

µc(I,p) =
I(R,p)+ I(G,p)+ I(B,p)

3

S(I,p) =
√

(I(R,p)−µc(I,p))2+(I(G,p)−µc(I,p))2+(I(B,p)−µc(I,p))2

3
(22)

S(I) = ∑
p∈P

S(I,p) (23)

where µc(I,p) is the mean of the three channels at pixel p of24

image I, S(I,p) is the saturation value for pixel p of image I25

and S(I) is the total saturation of the image. Note that this defi-26

nition is actually not the best saturation definition for the RGB27

color space, and that actually other more robust saturation met-28

rics involve the choice of primary colors, the white point and /29

or calculating minima or maxima. Such functions are not dif-30

ferentiable, but Equation (23) can be differentiated and hence is31

suitable for our methodology.32

Once more, combining the total saturation S(I) with the lin-33

ear polarization filter of Equation (15) we obtain the target func-34

tion whose derivative presents maxima and minima for the filter35

rotation α as its roots. As it happens with the contrast opti-36

mization, to find the best α values we have to find the roots of37

a fourth degree polynomial, and we apply the same procedure38

as for contrast. The full derivation can be found at the supple-39

mentary material. The results of maximizing and minimizing40

saturation are shown in Figure 7.41

Note that, while our methodology is based on rotating linear42

polarizers, the same methodology could be applied for optimiz-43

ing the rotation of other filters (circular polarizers, for instance)44

or even arbitrarily parameterized filters, which are out of the45

scope of this work. More results of these three filters can be46

seen in our supplemental material.47

5.3. Local optimization filters 48

Optimization filters enable to find the angles at which certain 49

target functions (luminance, contrast or saturation) are max- 50

imized or minimized, emulating what the photographer does 51

when rotating the filter searching for the desired artistic effect. 52

In this case, however, we have all the polarization information 53

at per-pixel level, so it is mathematically possible to apply a dif- 54

ferent Mueller matrix to each pixel. In the same spirit that there 55

exists global and local tone-mapping operators, we also intro- 56

duce local polarization mapping, in which each pixel is treated 57

independently. Specifically, we find a way to optimize the same 58

specific target functions (for luminance and saturation, for con- 59

trast we define a new metric) at per-pixel level, in which each 60

pixel is filtered with a linear polarization filter at a different an- 61

gle. This provides a new degree of flexibility and enables a new 62

set of interesting effects. 63

To visualize the filters that are selected for each pixel, we 64

use the HSV color space, where the Hue will be the angle se- 65

lected for each pixel, while values for Saturation and Value are 66

constant. 67

Luminance. For finding the optimal angle that maximizes 68

(or minimizes) luminance at per-pixel level, we start from the 69

local pixel definition of luminance, shown in Equation (17). We 70

follow the same optimization methodology of finding the roots 71

of the derivative with the linear filter described in Equation (15), 72

with the difference that in this case it is applied to obtain the 73

optimal angle at each pixel. The resulting optimal values are: 74

α(p) =
1
2

arctan
(

L(U,p)
L(Q,p)

)
, α(p) =

1
2

arctan
(

L(U,p)
L(Q,p)

)
+

π

2
(24)

75

As the luminance reflected by a surface in a certain point is 76

highly related to its normal, the change of the angle in neighbor 77

pixels will be as smooth as the change of the normal on the sur- 78

face. Local luminance filters are better than their global coun- 79

terparts at eliminating specular reflections, because in some 80

scenes, such as in Figure 8, different reflecting surfaces (di- 81

electrics or similar) are oriented towards different directions. 82

As polarization after the interaction depends on surface orienta- 83

tion, the maximum and minimum angles differ on both surfaces. 84

As such, a global optimization, as it only selects a single angle, 85

is unable to deal simultaneously with both of them. However, 86

the local luminance optimization handles them flawlessly and 87

independently. 88

Contrast. Instead of the global metric, for each pixel p we 89

define a Gaussian window of pixels around it (Wp), leading to 90

the following contrast metric 91

C(I,p) =
√

1
|Wp| ∑

q∈Wp

w(p,q)(L(I,q)−µ (I,Wp))
2 (25)

where w(p,q) = e
|q−p|2

2σ2 and σ is the standard deviation of the 92

Gaussian distribution. 93

Such window depends on two parameters, the radius, which 94

delimits the pixels that belong to the window, and σ , to adjust 95

the weight of each pixel depending on its distance to the center. 96

We use σ ≈ r
3 . 97
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Original Luminance Max Luminance Min

L=116.3, C=0.160, S=20.99 L=138.42 (67.65◦) L=94.21 (157.65◦)
Contrast Max Contrast Min Saturation Max Saturation Min

C=0.175 (71.51◦) C=0.158 (18.77◦) S=23.60 (64.01◦) S=18.63 (-30.01◦)

Fig. 7: Illustration of our global optimizing filters. Below each image, the optimized value and the angle of the linear polarizer selected are shown. The luminance
filter achieve to minimize or maximize the highlights in the windows of the building. In the contrast filter, the main change can be seen in the sky. Different sky
tones are achieved by the saturation filter. These images are 1080x720px, and the refilter time is 180ms for the luminance and 500ms for contrast and saturation.

Global Max Local Max Angles Global Min Local Min Angles

L
um

in
an

ce

L=115.60 L=123.70 L=104.36 L=96.26

L=95.88 L=104.25 L=61.90 L=53.49

Sa
tu

ra
tio

n

S=14.75 S=14.94 S=12.92 S=12.75

S=23.60 S=23.96 S=18.63 S=18.26

0o

90o

45o

135o

180o

Fig. 8: Comparison between global and local filters. The first two rows are luminance optimizations while the last two rows are saturation optimization. In the first
row we can see the change in the reflections of the car, the global filter focuses on the reflections of the rear window, while the local minimize and maximize also
the highlights in the trunk and the side of the car. The second row shows a scene with a small pond. The local filters achieve two different things that the global filter
fails at. In the maximization, the entire surface of the pond is maximized and the pond background cannot be seen while in the local minimization, at the bottom of
the images the rocks at the pond floor are seen. The saturation local filters are less spectacular, and the differences between global and local are more subtle. This is
because the biggest saturation change that is achieved in images with polarizing filters is seen in the sky, which in general can be almost maximized with the same
angle. However, small differences can be appreciated in both scenes, as in the upper left part of the third row scene.
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Global Window 3px Window 5px Window 10px Window 25px

C=0.186 (0.5s) C=0.172 (5s) C=0.192 (22s) C=0.185 (80s) C=0.185 (460s)

Fig. 9: Impact of different window sizes (radius in pixels above) in the local contrast filter. The computational cost increases exponentially with the size of the
window and abrupt changes in the selected angle are minimized as the window size grows.

Similarly to the case of global contrast optimization, this1

leads to a fourth degree linear system (per pixel) with a change2

of variable that enables at most eight solutions, all of them3

tested. The issue in this case is that the size of the window Wp4

is a critical parameter: for very small windows the result can be5

noisy while for larger windows are slower and too similar to the6

global filter, as shown in Figure 9. Contrary to the luminance7

filter, smoothness in the angle change is not guaranteed.8

Saturation. The local approach for saturation optimization is9

similar to the local luminance optimization: a specific angle10

per-pixel is selected according to the target function described11

in Equation (22) and the linear filter described in Equation (15).12

The derivative is again an order four polynomial, and the roots13

are also calculated with the Descartes-Euler method, per-pixel.14

Unlike luminance, however, such order four derivative hints15

that the variation of saturation with respect to the filter angle is16

not smooth, hence yielding high frequency oscillations. When17

selecting the optimal per-pixel angle for saturation, such high18

frequency variations are perceived on the resulting image as19

high frequency noise. In order to eliminate such noise, we first20

calculate the optimal angle per pixel and then we apply a Gaus-21

sian blur in angle space, smoothing the angular variations be-22

tween pixels (see Figure 10). While this approach deals with the23

high frequency noise, under some special circumstances (and24

kernel sizes) it can generate artifacts. Other denoising algo-25

rithms, such as non-local means, could improve the results and26

are interesting avenues for future work. Both success and fail-27

ure cases are shown in Figure 8.28

More results of these three filters can be seen in our supple-29

mental material.30

Fig. 10: Angle selected in each pixel with and without blur. Left image shows
the angle selected per pixel without blur, where noise and hard changes can
be seen. Right image shows the result of blurring the angle of the left image,
which results in smoother changes but losing the high frequency information.

5.4. Brush-based editing 31

The previously described polarization mapping operators, ei- 32

ther software polarization or global and local maximization, en- 33

able interesting edits that, still, affect the whole image one way 34

or another and can work in real time. We illustrate this real 35

time capability with the application of such polarization map- 36

ping operators in a brush-based editing tool. We include two 37

kinds of brushes: 38

• Basic software filters (as described in Section 5.1), includ- 39

ing any commercial polarizer (both circular and linear) at 40

any chosen angle. 41

• Local optimization filters (as described in Section 5.3), 42

maximizing or minimizing luminance, contrast or satura- 43

tion: allows to apply the automatic filters to maximize or 44

minimize the parameters commented in Section 5.3. 45

Each brush is a circular Gaussian window, parameterized by 46

the radius r and σ , that apply the corresponding filter to all the 47

pixels at a distance less than r from the center. σ again is used to 48

weigh each pixel depending on how close they are to the center. 49

We use σ = r
3 50

The application of software filters per pixel is rather straight- 51

forward, given that it is a simple dot product per pixel affected 52

by the brush, as described in Equation (13), and can be done in 53

real time. In the case of local optimization of luminance, the 54

calculation of each pixel is also fast enough for real time edit- 55

ing (a simple arctangent and the corresponding dot product, as 56

shown in Equation (24)). 57

Both contrast and saturation filters need more complex cal- 58

culus (using the Descartes-Euler method for finding the roots of 59

a 4th degree polynomial, as described in Equation (21)). Fur- 60

thermore, both require to apply such calculations to a window 61

around each pixel. Even with parallelization, only small win- 62

dows and small brushes can be used in real time. We solve this 63

by pre-calculating the best per-pixel angle for each parameter 64

(maximum and minimum contrast and saturation). This leads 65

to four buffers (same size than the image) that store the optimal 66

angle. This additional storage enables the use of all brushes in 67

real time. Some results edited with this tool can be seen in Fig- 68

ure 11. Also, a video with the editing process is available as 69

supplemental material. 70
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11: (a) Image without filters (b) Minimized the luminance in the windows
of the car (c) Maximized the luminance in the windows and minimized in the
rest of the car (d) Minimized the luminance in the lateral of the car and maxi-
mized in the front.

6. Discussion and future work1

In this work we introduce both a simple low-cost method to2

capture Stokes images using only consumer hardware, and a set3

of tools for editing such images while taking light polarization4

into account. As opposed to traditional photographic pipelines,5

where the photographer must choose a specific polarizing filter6

and search for the adequate rotation of such filter before taking7

the picture, our software pipeline enables the search of such fil-8

ters as a post-process. First, the user can explore a very wide9

range of polarizing filters by software. Then, software tools en-10

able an automatic choice of the best polarizing filter for a spe-11

cific goal (brightness, contrast or saturation maximization or12

minimization), and such choice can happen at global level (for13

the whole scene) or at local level (for each pixel independently).14

This local optimization filters can achieve results hardly obtain-15

able with conventional photographic hardware, such as mini-16

mizing all the highlights of an image no matter their orientation.17

We show an application of the polarization mapping opera-18

tors in a brush-based editing tool that can apply all mentioned19

filters with user interaction at specific pixels, endowing the pho-20

tographer with greater artistic freedom. This editing tool is a21

proof of concept of the real time capabilities of our filters, and22

future exploration of the possibilities of a more sophisticated23

polarization editing tool with increasing usability are interest-24

ing avenues for future work.25

Our capture method generates the Stokes image from five26

different images with different filters (or filter rotations) of the27

same scene (see Section 4). Similar to HDR from multiple ex-28

posures, moving objects in dynamic scenes generate artifacts,29

as shown in Figure 12. In the same way that single-shot HDR30

cameras exist, there are prototypes for single-shot Stokes cam-31

eras [4, 19] that would solve this problem but they are still not32

available for consumer use.33

Further avenues for future work could involve more ad-34

vanced and semantic target functions for filter optimization (eg.35

”darken the sky”), or a more widespread exploration of polariz-36

ing filters combination when optimizing (eg. including an ellip-37

tical filter). Furthermore, industrial applications can arise from38

Fig. 12: Left image show a translucid van produced by a moving object during
the capture. Right image show blurry trees due to small movements between
the different captures.

this research: given a working Stokes camera, set up as a se- 39

curity camera, the local luminance minimization (which could 40

work in real time for video feed) could reduce or eliminate spec- 41

ular highlights, enabling the identification of car drivers. 42

We hope that our approach inspires further research. For 43

that purpose we also provide our source code and Stokes im- 44

age dataset for public use 1
45
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